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“Education is the 
passport to the future, 
for tomorrow belongs 
to those who prepare 

for it today. “ 
 

Malcolm X 

“Success is no 

accident. It is hard 

work, perseverance, 

learning, studying, 

sacrifice and most of 

all, love of what you 

are doing or learning 

to do. “ 

 Pele 

“Sticking to good habits 

can be hard work, and 

mistakes are part of 

the process. Don’t 

declare failure simply 

because you messed up 

or because you’re 

having trouble reaching 

your goals. Instead, use 

your mistakes as 

opportunities to grow 

stronger and become 

better.”  

Amy Morin  

 

 Pele 
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How to do your independent study 

In year nine some subjects will still use knowledge organisers but there will be additional expectations to 
broaden the independent study you complete.  
 
English and Maths have their own pages explaining the tasks and the schedule.  
 
Science I.S will be completed on Tassomai, using the Knowledge Organiser as a primary resource when 
answering questions. The expectation is that students complete more than 4/7 daily goals and achieve 
more than 1% progress per week. Students with exceptional progress, accuracy and completion will be 
rewarded with certificates weekly in their normal science lessons.  
 
Modern Foreign Language I.S. is building on year seven and eight expectation of look, cover, write, to now 
involve using the knowledge organisers to demonstrate the use of vocabulary in a more contextual way 
(sentence building etc). You will receive more guidance from your class teaches. 
 
Computing I.S will involve using the knowledge organiser to write 10-20 self-quizzing questions. 
 
Music, Art and Drama I.S will involve using the knowledge organiser to write 10-20 self-quizzing questions. 
 
Technology I.S will involve using the knowledge organiser to write 10-20 self-quizzing questions. 
 
History, Geography and RE I.S will involve using the knowledge organiser to write 10-20 self-quizzing 
questions. 
 
The expectation for PE will explained in learning sessions. 

 

• Check the IS schedule for the week so that you can see which tasks you need to be completing and 
what the deadline date is. 

• Carefully study the sections of the Knowledge Organiser that you are learning. 

• Where you have been asked to write self-quizzing questions, write between 10 and 20 questions that 
test your grasp of this knowledge. 

• Write your IS in your IS book. Put the deadline date at the top of the page, so that you can clearly see 
when the work will be checked. 

• Ask you class teacher in advance if you are unsure of any task. English, Maths and Science will run their 
own catch up sessions weekly and there will be joint catch up for the other subjects. 

What are ‘self-quizzing questions’? 

Here is a section of a Science Knowledge 

Organiser. You could test your grasp of this 

knowledge by asking yourself,  

“What ions are found in acids?” 

“Are all acids poisonous?” 

These are examples of self-quizzing questions. 
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How else can I use my Knowledge Organiser?  

The Knowledge Organisers in this booklet will help you learn a wide range 

of knowledge to prepare you for your lessons as well as the multiple-choice 

tests at the end of this block of learning.  

To get the most out of your Knowledge Organisers, you should be learning 

sections and then testing yourself. There will be set tasks each week based 

on the Knowledge Organisers, and there are some optional ideas below that 

you could try in addition to this if you wish.  

Key vocabulary:  

• Highlight key terms for a subject and look up the definitions 

• Write a sentence using the key terms you have highlighted 

• Practice spellings – cover, write and check to learn the correct spellings of key terms 

Quizzes/questions: 

• Write some self-quizzing questions based on the information read  

• Test your friends and family on their knowledge of a subject 

• Get your parents/carers to ask you some questions 

• Create exam style questions and then swap with a friend  

Reflection:  

• Before a topic – rank order your confidence and then revisit at the end of the topic, rank again and 

consider where you have improved 

• Add more detail to the Knowledge Organiser after you have been taught that topic  

• Traffic light (red, amber, green) each box based on how confident you are 

Revision:  

• Create 2-3 flashcards each week based on each box   

• Create a mind map showing the key information from the Knowledge Organiser 

• Read ahead to develop skills, knowledge and understanding so you feel more confident before lessons   

General use:  

• 50 words, 30 words, 10 words – summarise the information on the Knowledge Organiser from 50 words 

to 30 words to 10 words  

• Pictionary – learn the definitions then draw it for your friends/family to guess  

• Elevator pitch – summarise the information in a box/whole Knowledge Organiser for a 30 second 

presentation  

• Generation game – like the famous conveyor belt – look at the 

Knowledge Organiser and then try to remember as many items as 

possible  

• Key term stories – write a short story using 6 key words that are found 

on the Knowledge Organiser  

• Scavenger hunt – read through the Knowledge Organiser with a 

friend/family member and see who can find specific information/facts 

first  

• Read, cover, check – read the box, write out what you can remember, 

check what you have missed (then add in purple pen)  

  

“Doing the best at this 

moment puts you in the 

best place for the next 

moment.” 

Oprah Winfrey 
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KS3 Maths – HegartyMaths Information  
 

All independent study for Maths will be set on HegartyMaths.   
HegartyMaths is an online platform which provides video support and topic-based 
questions for students to practice their Mathematics.   
It allows teachers to see rich information about their students’ strengths, weaknesses 
and effort, whilst also providing clear and actionable feedback to students. The site allow students to 
regularly and automatically revisit previous content to ensure they don’t forget it.    
All students have been shown by their Maths teacher how to log-in to the site but a summary is below:  

1. Go to www.hegartymaths.com  
2. Existing users, Student login (at the top)  
3. Type in the school name  
4. Write in their first name, last name and date of birth  
5. Choose a password of their choice.  Students should write this password in their 
planners, Maths homework books and parents/carers should take a copy of the password in case your child 
forgets it.  
6.  

If a student forgets their password, they simply click the password reset button to notify their teacher, who will 
then reset it. Students can then set a brand-new password of their choice.   
The expectation is that all students spend at least 30 minutes practicing their Maths on HegartyMaths per week. 
For some students this may mean they complete all the assigned tasks, for others they may only complete 1 or 2 
tasks. This is fine as part of our goal is to make sure all students are suitably challenged. On the student 
homepage in the site there is counter of students' current time spent using the program, which they can use to 
track their week-by-week effort.   
All students have been given separate IS books for Maths, where they are expected to write questions, working 
and answers. The guidelines are below:  

1. Write the date, title, clip number and IS for all your tasks.   
2. Always take full notes of all the examples modelled in the video.    
3. Write every question that you attempt in your book.  (This can be a summary if the question is large, at 
times it is inappropriate to write the question eg. When it is a graph. Students should not be spending large 
amounts of time copying the question)  
4. Show all your workings for every question in the quiz.     
5. Mark your work correct/incorrect as you go and correct answers in green pen.    
6. Write down corrections when HegartyMaths tells you the correct answer.    
7. Write down your score at the end of quiz.    

  

 Year 9 – Term 1/2 Hegarty Schedule  
 

 Due Date  Main Tasks  Extension to half an hour  

Term 1 Week 3   24/9/20  131 Estimation   1 MemRi  Teacher will set.  

Term 1 Week 29/09/20  102 / 103 Indices   1 MemRi  

Term 1 Week 5   08/10/20  104 / 105 Indices   1 MemRi  

Term 1 Week 6   13/10/20  122 / 123 Standard Form  1 MemRi  

Term 1 Week 7 19/10/20 (MONDAY)  160 / 161 Expanding Brackets   1 MemRi  

Term 1 Week 8   03/11/20  168 / 169 Factorising    1 MemRi  

Term 2 Week 1   12/11/20  88 Percentages   1 MemRi  

Term 2 Week 2   17/11/20  96 Reverse Percentages   1 MemRi  

Term 2 Week 3   26/11/20  351 / 352 Probability   1 MemRi  

Term 2 Week 4   01/12/20  368 Frequency Trees    1 MemRi  

Term 2 Week 5   10/12/20  419 Statistical Measures    1 MemRi  

Term 2 Week 6   15/12/20  420 Statistical Measures   1 MemRi  

 
 

http://www.hegartymaths.com/
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Year 9 Term 1 Rounding Estimation, Standard Form and Indices  

Key Concepts    Key Concepts  
Standard Form  This is a way of writing very small or very large 

numbers.  
a x 10n  
a must be between 1 and 10 (not including 10) n 
represents the place value.  

Indices  
Multiplication  

When multiplying indices with the same base 
number, add the indices  
ab x ac = ab + c  

Standard Form  
Negative Index  

A negative index number indicates a very small 
number. Count as before.  
a x 10-5 = 0.0000a  

Indices  
Division  

When dividing indices with the same base 
number, subtract the indices  
ab ÷ ac = ab - c  

Product of Prime 
Factors  

Any integer can be written as a multiplication of 
prime numbers. Find them using a factor tree. 
Remember to write them as a product with 
powers.   
a x a x a x b x b = a3 x b2  

Indices  
Repeated power  

When raising a number written in indices to 
another power, multiply the indices  
(ab)c = ab x c  

Rounding  Find the place value you need to round to, look 
one place to the right.  
5 or more – round up.  
4 or less – keep the same.  

Indices  
Zero  

Anything to the power of zero is ONE.  
a0 = 1  

Rounding to 
significant figures  

Significant means important. Find the number of 
places that are significant, look one place to the 
right.  
5 or more – round up.  
4 or less – keep the same.  

Indices  
Negative index  

When an index number is negative, it means it 
is the reciprocal (upside down or 1 over)  
a-b =  1  
          ab  
The number is still to the power of the value.  

Estimating  When asked to estimate, round each number to 
1 significant figure, then complete the 
calculation.  
36 x 81 becomes 40 x 80  

Indices  
Fraction  

The number appearing as the denominator of 
the fraction as the index number means that 
root of  
a 1/2 = square root of a  

Bounds of 
Measurement  

Look for the rounding criteria and then add on 
and take off 5 in the following column  
4.6 (to 1 decimal place) becomes 4.55 and 4.65  

Indices   
Improper Fraction  

The denominator of the fraction is the root, 
the numerator the power.  
8 4/3 = cube root of 8, to the power of 4  
        = 16  

  

Year 9 Basic Algebra Expand and Factorise, Double Brackets, Basic Rearranging and Identities  

Key Concepts    Key Concepts  

Collecting Terms  Add any ‘like’ things together  
a + a + a + b + a = 4a + b  

Subject  The subject of a formula appears on its 
own and on the left-hand side of the 
equals sign.  
  

Substitution  Put the associated number in for the letter  
If a = 3 and b = 5  
ab = 3 x 5  
2a + b = 2(3) + 5  

Inverse Operations    

+  -  

x  ÷  

x2  √x  

.  

Expanding Brackets  Use the claw method  
Everything within the bracket is multiplied by the 
number before it.  

  
3 ( a + 2b ) = 3(a) + 3(2b) = 3a + 6b  

Formula  A group of symbols that expresses a 
relationship between values.  

Factorising  Reverse procedure  
Look for largest factor that appears in all  
4a + 18ab    is    2a          =   2a ( 2 + 9b)  
  

Manipulating 
Formulae  

When you manipulate a formula, you 
move things around to change how it 
looks.  

Expanding multiple 
brackets  

Work through each bracket separately and then 
collect terms at the end.  
4 ( 2a + 3b ) + 3 ( 5a + b )   
= 8a + 12b     + 15a + 5b   
= 23a + 17b  
  
Watch out for negatives.  

Making a subject  You will be asked for one letter on LHS  
Add terms to both sides and subtract 
from both sides to achieve this.   
a + b = 2c + 3b  
a       = 2c + 3b – b  
a       = 2c + 2b  

Expanding Double 
Brackets  

There are FOUR calculations,  
Two of which will simplify  
( a + 5 )( a + 4 )  
= axa + ax4 + 5xa + 5x4  
= a2 + 4a + 5a + 20  
= a2 + 9a + 20  

Identity  An equality that holds for any values of 
its variables.   
e.g. the identity ( x + y ) 2 = x2 + 2xy + 
y2   
  
Use the third line to show its an 
identity.  
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Year 9 Term 2 Percentages, Probability, Money and Statistical Measures  

Key Concepts    Key Concepts  

Using Percentages  Percentage means ‘out of 100’  
As a fraction, the denominator is 100  
To find a percentage of an amount, it is the same 
as finding that many hundredths.  

Probability  All probability lies on the scale from 0 to 1  
Probability is usually given as a fraction unless 
otherwise asked for.  
  

Finding a 
Percentage  

To find 1%, divide the total amount by 100.  
To find x%, then multiply 1% by x.  
  
To find 10%, divide by 10  
To find 5%, halve 10%  
To find 20%, double 10%  

Mutually 
Exclusive  

If a variety of expectations show separate instances of 
occurrence  
e.g. on a dice  
P (Prime numbers )        2,3,5  
and  
P (Square numbers )      1,4  
don’t overlap  

Percentage 
Change  

To find the % increase, find the difference 
between the original and new amounts, divide by 
the original amount and multiply by 100.  
  
Pay has gone up from £300 to £450  
Increase = £150  
Percentage Increase = 150 x 100  
                                        300  
  
                                     = 50%  

Sample Spaces  A listing of all possible outcomes from a given concept. 
E.g. two bags of colours  
  

  Bag 1  

Red  Red  Blue  

Bag 2  Red  RR  RR  RB  

Blue  BR  BR  BB  

Blue  BR  BR  BB  

  
9 possible outcomes all together.  
  

Decimal Multiplier  Convert a % increase to a decimal:  
    add 100 and then divide by 100.  
Convert a % decrease to a decimal:  
    subtract from 100 and then divide by 100.  
Convert a % to a decimal:  
    divide by 100  

Probability 
Trees  

A branching diagram which can show the 
accumulation of outcomes from a series of events.  
e.g. pick a colour and then tossing a coin  
  

                              H  

            red            T  
                    

            blue          H  
                              T  
              

           green        H  
                             T  
  
Put fractions on each branch.  
Multiply across for probability.  

Compound 
Interest  

Use the formula:  
  
Starting quantity x decimal multiplier time frame  
  
Time frame could be days, months, years etc  
Decimal multiplier is increase or decrease.  
  

Reverse 
Percentages  

Use the formula backwards as a division to find 
the original starting point.  

        

Money  A bank statement shows a running total of total 
funds in an account.  
Credit is paying in. Debit is paying out.  
Bills pay out of the account.  
Standing Orders (SO) are regular pay outs.  
Salary pays in.  
  

Details  Credit  Debit  Running 
Total  

      1000  

Salary  800    1800  

Bills    400  1400  

S.Order    150  1250  

  
  

Statistical 
Measures  

Mode – most common occurring  
Median – middle of ranked data  
Mean – division of the total by no. of data  
Range – a measure of spread   
               (largest value – smallest value)  
  
Tabled average –   
Exact numbers known.  

Sweets  Tubes  Total  

65  3  65 x 3  

66  5  66 x 5  

67  4  67 x 4  

  12 tubes  793  

Average = 793/12  
  
Grouped average –   
Rough approximation.  

Sweets  Tubes  Midpoint  Total  

4 to 10  3  7  7x3  

11 to 15  6  13  13x6  

16 to 24  3  20  20x3  

  12 t    159  

Average = 159/12  
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 KS3 English – Literacy Planet guide: 
1. Each student has their own username and password for Literacy Planet. 
2. Their username details are stuck in their red IS books. 
3. Their username will be capitalised initials with a series of numbers after their names. Example: Joe Reed = 

JR3478 
4. Their passwords will be an object, sport, action followed by two numbers. Example: golf78 
5. To locate Literacy Planet type this into Google: https://app.literacyplanet.com/login 
6. If on Google Chrome, you will need to allow Adobe Flash Player to run. 
7. Once logged in, students need to look at their ‘To Do Lists’ and complete tasks assigned to them. Teachers 

will be setting tasks suitable for the ability range in their classes 
 
If a student has forgotten their log in details, they need to speak to their English teacher.  

 

Year 9 Unit One IS 

War of the Worlds: Visions of the future 

 

Due date  Task Details 

Weds 7th 
October 

War of the Worlds 
Knowledge 
Organiser  

Revise the ‘Language Features’ section of the War of the Worlds Knowledge 
Organiser.  
Create 10 quiz questions with answers to revise the definitions of the key 
words. 
You will be quizzed on the definitions on the due date. 

Thurs 15th 
October 

War of the Worlds 
Knowledge 
Organiser  

Revise the ‘Punctuation’ section of the War of the Worlds Knowledge 
Organiser.  
Create 10 quiz questions with answers to revise the definitions of the key 
words. 
You will be quizzed on the definitions on the due date. 

Weds 21st 
October 

War of the Worlds 

Knowledge 
Organiser  

Revise the ‘Literary Terms’ section of the War of the Worlds Knowledge 
Organiser.  
Create 10 quiz questions with answers to revise the definitions of the key 
words. 
You will be quizzed on the definitions on the due date. 

Half Term Break 

Thurs 5th 
November 
 
  

War of the Worlds 
Knowledge 
Organiser 

Revise the ‘Context’ section of the War of the Worlds Knowledge Organiser.  
Create 10 quiz questions with answers to revise the definitions of the key 
words. 
You will be quizzed on the definitions on the due date. 

Weds 11th 
November 

Seneca Log into Seneca. Join your class using the correct class code. The class codes 
are on Sims Engagement. Speak to your teacher if you need support with 
this. 
Complete the assignment called ‘Punctuation 1’. You can find this by going 
to the ‘classes & assignments’ tab and clicking ‘assignments’. 

Thurs 19th 
November 

War of the Worlds 
Knowledge 
Organiser 

Revise the ‘Characters’ section of the War of the Worlds Knowledge 
Organiser.  
Create 10 quiz questions with answers to revise the definitions of the key 
words. 
You will be quizzed on the definitions on the due date. 

https://app.literacyplanet.com/login
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VOCAL SKILLS  DEFINITION  

Accent   A distinctive way of pronouncing a language, especially one associated with a 
particular country, area, or social class.  

Projection  Voice projection is the strength of speaking or singing whereby the voice is used 
loudly and clearly.  

Pause   A moment of silence/break in speech.   

Emotions  Vocalising how you are feeling through emotions within your voice.   

Emphasis  Choosing to stress particular words to convey meaning.  

Pace  How fast or how slowly you speak.   

Volume  How loud or quietly you speak.   

Pitch  How high or low your voice is.   

Articulation  The definition of articulate is someone capable of speaking easily and clearly.  

Clarity  To speak accurately and clearly, e.g. not slurring your words.  

Range  The difference between how high or low your voice can go.   

Intonation  How the voice rises and falls in speech.   

PHYSICAL SKILLS  DEFINITION  

Gesture  An expressive movement of the body, or something that is said or done to show a 
feeling.  

Levels  Using different heights or levels onstage creates visual interest.  

Eye Contact  Where you are looking when in role. This is a form of non-verbal communication.   

Proxemics  The proxemics is the usage of space on a stage, or how the actors/characters are 
placed on a stage.  

Facial Expressions  Using our faces to express how our characters are feeling. Facial expressions are 
also a form of non-verbal communication.   

Body Language  Body language is communication coming from movement or position. Body 
language is also a form of non-verbal communication.   

Gait  The way your character walks/moves.  

Posture  The way somebody stands or sits.   

Interaction  Communication or direct involvement with someone or something  

Spatial awareness  To be aware of your surroundings and your body’s position in relation to them.  

DRAMA TECHNIQUES  DEFINITION   

Narration   A person who narrates something, especially a character who recounts the events 
of a scene.  

Still Image/Freeze 
Frame/Tableux   

This is a frozen image which communicates meaning.  

Audience Awareness  Ensuring that your back is not to the audience, so that the audience can see what 
you are doing.   

Blocking  The staging and positioning of the actor.  

Step Out/Thought 
Track  

When an actor steps out of the action and directly addresses the audience with 
their internal thoughts.  

Marking the Moment   Drawing attention to points that reinforce ideas about the central theme. For 
example, developing conflict, repeat or freeze, cliff hanger etc.   

Physical Theatre  The actors represent things that are not human. For example, things in the natural 
world like trees and rivers or props like tables and chairs.   

Split Scene   Where two or more scenes are performed on stage at the same time.  

Mime  Actions without words  

Multi-Role  Where a performer plays more than one role.   
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Year 9 Independent Study Hand in dates: 

 

M  05/10/20   A   Geography  

T  06/10/20    A  Science  

W  07/10/20    A  English  

T  08/10/20   A  Maths  

F  09/10/20   A  Drama  

          

M  12/10/20   B  Science  

T  13/10/20   B  Maths  

W  14/10/20   B  History  

T  15/10/20   B  English  

F  16/10/20    B  Tech  

           

M  19/10/2020   A  Maths  

T  20/10/2020   A  Science  

W  21/10/2020   A  English  

        

M  02/11/20   B  Science  

T  03/11/20   B  Maths  

W  04/11/20   B  Computing  

T  05/11/20   B  English  

F  06/11/20   B  Art  

         

M  09/11/20   A  MFL  

T  10/11/20   A  Science  

W  11/11/20  A  English  

T  12/11/20  A  Maths  

F  13/11/20  A  Music  

        

M  16/11/20  B  Science  

T  17/11/20  B  Maths  

W  18/11/20  B  RE  

T  19/11/20  B  English  

F  20/11/20  B  PE 
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